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Enabling CPGs 
To Boost commercial Execution   
In every Cooler, Every Day




    



Dramatically lift execution standards by having continuous, daily insights into every cooler. It’s like having a virtual sales rep costing you only cents per visit. 

Every connected asset communicates with you, processed & augmented by our AI solution StoreAware. Your sales & marketing teams get actions, suggested orders & insights in near-realtime. 




Enjoy higher growth and better execution without having to increase field resources. 
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The challenge – poor grip
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15% Out of stocks





On average CPGs have 15% out-of-stocks across all stores and all days, thus on some days even up to 40-60%. 
Out-of-stocks means shoppers might choose not to buy. Or pick a competitor. 
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30% wasted visits





Typically around one third of visits are wasted and are not resulting in an order. 
Sales teams, merchandisers, trucks are going blindly, on pre-defined routes which drives up your cost to serve & your carbon footprint.
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boots on the ground





The old rule is that you need more people, more boots on the ground, to win in sales.
However, often CPGs cannot afford to take on more staff or simply cannot find the staff! 















The solution – a virtual sales rep in every asset




    



With a VistaZ IoT camera in an asset you get continuous data  streamed to you continuously




StoreAware AI decodes the images & sensor data into insights, actions, orders




Your teams have now realtime insights to act with precision & impact 




Your teams can capture additional insights in non-connected assets with StoreBuddy
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The Benefits – Growth thanks to Improved Execution
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up to 40% growth per store




By having a direct line of sight you get perfect grip on all stores without going there first!
Your teams will know whom to call and what to offer. Better grip, better control, better availability. And up to 40% growth!
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15% lower cost-to-serve




By knowing where to go and what to offer your teams will become dramatically more efficient. 
The same team reaches more stores and you lower the cost to serve. 
We have delivered savings of up to 15%! 
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unprecedented insights 




Many CPGs still rely on manual audits, someone visiting some outlets, sometimes… Opt for continuous, every-day insights & control which will unlock huge benefits for marketing, sales & asset managers.















key features
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easy retrofit





Convert your existing assets in no time with VistaZ. VistaZ is our state-of-the-art IoT camera with cellular connectivity and a unique zero-energy design. 
Installed in minutes by anyone, no wires, no plugs!
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Actions & orders





StoreAware not only gives you shelf data but near-realtime action alerts & order preparation – all without sending someone to the store! 
Our system truly is a virtual sales rep in each asset, every day. 
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Flexibility





Increase your coverage flexibly through additional smartphone-based capture. Our SaaS solution StoreBuddy is fully embedded in our eco-system. Thus your teams or customers can increase coverage to non-connected shelves or stores.












    
        
            
                Real-life use cases & examples
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                            Use Case: Optimizing same store sales in modern trade 

                            How StoreAware enabled a sales team to win in modern trade
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                            Use Case: Lowering costs and driving growth

                            How our solutions enable costs to come down & improve availability
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                            CoolR wins ‘best business model’

                            …at the ‘Coolition’ competition of the Beverage Industry Environmental Roundtable
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                            Use Case: Insights into real opportunities

                            How our solution provided CPG clients with actionable insights unlike anything else
                        

                                                    
                    

    




    



Solutions




As a B2B solutions provider we are focused on understanding your business needs and requirements. Only then will we be offering a solution and propose how to make it fit your operational needs perfectly.    





See the solutions








    
        
                            
                                                                 StoreAware

                        Unique SaaS solution with an AI-engine for always-on insights, actions and even suggested orders. Works with fixed IOT cameras like our VistaZ. 
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                                                                 StoreBuddy

                        Our SaaS solution for seamlessly managing data and image capture from smartphones, providing AI-based analytics for insights, actions & even orders!
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                                                                 VistaZ

                        Our market-leading IoT camera with full cellular connectivity in a uni-body design. Importantly a zero-energy design – recharging with solar panels.
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See the solutions












		


			



    
        
                FAQ

    Please do not hesitate to reach out via the contact form (further down below) if the FAQ don't answer your questions, or in any case, really. We would love to hear from you!


                
            
            
                What are the main value generators in a business case?            

            
With our solution you will see a significant growth in same-store sales by reducing out-of-stocks and improving the quality of the mix present. Our solutions will further enable you to reduce cost-to-serve via an increased efficiency in sales and fulfilment. This will come from reducing the percentage of unproductive visits and from reducing the time wasted on repetitive tasks during the store visit. The latter two can be re-invested into driving growth, driving a higher store coverage or taken as savings. Lastly, you will benefit from reducing the percentage of lost assets through improved control and connectivity. What our clients find most difficult to quantify, but often get very much excited about, is the value of the data generated. 
All in all the ROI on our solutions will be outstandingly attractive. Head over to the ROI calculator page to explore it for yourself or directly get in touch!



        

            
            
            
                How can I find out whether all this works for my business?            

            
We have several years of experience across ambient, chilled and frozen categories and are confident that we can make it work for you, too. 
Please get in touch so a member of our team will be most happy to listen to you and explore opportunities. In a subsequent step we typically offer clients to do a pilot phase for which we have very attractive packages that allow you to try our solution out in real life with minimal expense and effort. 



        

            
            
            
                How do I benefit from ‘Workflow Automation’?            

            
Instead of key data sitting in the BI system and waiting to be discovered by your team, the right team member will be automatically alerted to take the right corrective action. Imagine situations like these: data pointing to a sales opportunity, a competitive move, a hardware issue or the like. You can configure exactly who should be alerted, under which conditions, with which frequency and in which way (alerts to our mobile app, email, text, summary reports etc). 
What this means is that you cut down the time and effort required to turn insights into corrective actions which means less costs and a faster path to growth. Why should someone manually filter out issues repeatedly and pass it to the relevant team member, if our engine can do that for you?
Note that “Workflow Automation” is the 2nd level of our products StoreAware and StoreBuddy. Opting for this level means you still get all the benefits of level 1 “Insights” but not yet the benefits of level 3 “Suggested Orders”. 



        

            
            
            
                How do I benefit from ‘Suggested Orders’ when I have a strong sales team already?            

            
Currently sales teams effectively act blindly. Before visiting an outlet they do not know which customer to call or what to offer. With “Suggested Orders” we make your sales team act with incredible focus and impact. They know which customer to call and what exactly to offer, which means less visits without a sale, targeting the customers with the highest value opportunity, stocking the right products on the delivery van, spending less time in the outlet on transactional order taking but on value-added client conversations… 
“Suggested Orders” can be implemented in different ways. You can simply have the information be passed to the telesales team daily so they know whom to call. You can simply pass the information to the field sales reps, so they know whom to visit. You can feed it into Marketo/Magento to have your e-commerce solutions present sharply prepared order recommendations…
Note that “Suggested Orders” is the 3rd level of our products StoreAware and StoreBuddy. Opting for this level means you get all the benefits of level 1 “Insights” and level 2 “Workflow Automation” as well! 



        

            
            
            
                How does CoolR utilise artificial intelligence?            

            
We have a visual AI engine that is proprietary to CoolR Group and has been built and refined over several years. We use it to decode images into useable, actionable data which is then passed onto Playbook where we have a highly developed engine that converts that data into insights, alerts for workflow automation or suggested orders – following multiple conditions you defined. AI is therefore at the heart of what we do but we like to consider it only an enabler to generate value for your business. 



        

            
            
            
                Are the solutions market-proven?            

            
CoolR is in the market since 2016 and since then we continuously develop our systems, capabilities and processes. As a start-up we have grown fast and have learned a lot on the way. You benefit from this experience and our matured solutions. However, we try hard to keep our spirit of innovation and disruption alive so expect news from us regularly. Challenge us if you think we could do more and better. 
In short, you can trust that our SaaS and IOT solutions are mature, market-proven and ready for lifting the performance of your business!



        

            
            
            
                Can I give my distributors and trade partners access to your tools?            

            
Yes, absolutely! Infact, we do encourage this as it will very much drive adoption and usage for greater benefits. To make this work practically we have the ability to set up accounts on Playbook such that your partners access only their own, clearly delineated area without a risk of accessing the information of other partners. Further we can always define whether it would not be more productive to send certain data out to partners (e.g. via APIs, emails etc). 



        

    
        
        See all faq's    
    

        

        
            
                    Get in touch

    If you want to know more about CoolR or have any questions, please fill in our form and we will answer you as soon as possible.




Name


E-mail *


Message



 

Send Message
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 4451 Brookfield Corporate Drive, Suite 111 
Chantilly, VA 20151, USA


















Privacy Policy
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